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“Imagine a world in which every single human being can freely 
share in the sum of all knowledge. That's our commitment.”
“Imagina un mundo en el que cada ser humano pueda compartir




• Free and open knowledge base
• Structured linked data
• Launched on October 29, 2012
• Central data hub for all Wikimedia projects




• Read by humans and machines





Wikipedia Infobox Example: Lydia Cabrera
Infoboxes: Lydia Cabrera
Conflicting data points: Lydia Cabrera 
https://w.wiki/54r
Wikidata in VIAF: Lydia Cabrera
Wikidata in Library Catalogs





• Go to Wikidata: www.wikidata.org
• Click on Log in on the top right-hand side and enter your credentials
• Click on your username (link in red) to start creating your page
• Once you are done entering info, Save the page
Enable Wikidata Gadgets
DuplicateReferences – Adds a link to copy references that can be used 
to support other statements on the item
Reasonator – Adds a link to the Reasonator tool for every item
Drag’n’drop – Allows you drag and drop statements from Wikipedia
currentDate – Adds today’s date when using the property “retrieved”
EasyQuery – Facilitates finding items with the same statement
Wikidata Basics 
● Entities in Wikidata are either Items or Properties which are assigned a 
persistent identifier that starts with a letter prefix (Q for Items and P for 
Properties) and a string of numbers
● Items might contain
○ Statements (in the form of property-value pairs)
○ Qualifiers (to provide context and scope)
○ References (to provide sources)
● Properties link Items to Values
Wikidata Basics (cont.)
Data stored in triples (Subject > Predicate > Object)
Subject Predicate Object
Item Property Value





“initiative to develop a database of open citations and 
linked bibliographic data to serve free knowledge”
174 million citation 
links using the 
property cites 
(P2860)
Example of a Citation Graph
Visualizing Wikidata’s Data







Contributing Data to Wikidata
• Searches bibliographic metadata based on identifiers (PMCID, PMID, 
or DOI)
• Pulls in data related to the item 
Source MetaData
Accessible at: https://tools.wmflabs.org/sourcemd/
• Executes automatic batch-edits in Wikidata
QuickStatements
Accessible at: https://tools.wmflabs.org/quickstatements







• SPARQL end point
• Searches Wikidata’s data
• Existing queries can be modified




• Most cited women book authors
• Airports named after women
Wikidata VizQuery
• Visually queries Wikidata
• Queries can be downloaded as CSV
Example:




• URL to file (Google Sheets): http://tinyurl.com/SALALM-Wikidata
Q19279214!
